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THEO~Y Ot:' CRYSTALLI~E STPUCTTTPES 



The beauty of many of the crystalline solids has attracted 

man's attention from the earliest times. Eventually the science 

of crystallography develoned from studies of their sha~es. The 

word crystal sterns f rom the Greek word "krystallos" meaning 

"clear ice."1 The word was first applied to descri. be the clear 

quartz crystals found in the Swiss Alns. The crystals were 
thought to be formed from water under conditi.ons of extreme 

cold. 

The earliest recorded crys tallographic observati on was in 

1597 by Andreas Liharius. He noticed that crystals of differ

ent substances often have characteristic shapes. !Ie su~gested 
that the salts in mineral ~ater could he identified hv examin

ing the shapes of the crystals deposited after the water had 

evaporated. Almost a century later the work of t wo Dani.sh men, 

Niclaus Steno and Erasmus Bartholinus, led to the realization 
that while the faces of different crystals may v~ry in size 

and sh~pe, the angle between corresponding Dairs of face~ is 
the same. Steno postulated t~at n crvstal must grow f rom a 

nucleus by denosition of ~aterinl in layers, so t~at a fla t 

face remains Darallel to itself ~s it ~ rows 0ut~nrd . 

Toward the end of the Ei ghteenth century the French 

crys t a llographer .J.B.L. de Rome' de I'is]e discovered that all 

crys tals of any one substance exhibit t he same in t erfacial 

angle regardless of the facial sizes . He was s omewha t success
ful in attempting to derive these ang l es f r om n few georne tricnl 

"primitive forns ."2 Abbe' Rene' .Ti'1st Hauy , a colleaeue of I'isle, 

emphasized the elementary shapes into which some cryst als, s uch 

as calcite, could be cleaved. IIe showed that the l'lany djfferent 

shapes exhibi ted by crystals of the same substance could al l be 

constructed by regu lar reryetiti on of a small · fundamental unit 

of a characteristic size and shape. 

The ~ineteenth century saw a steady deve lopment of crys
tallography in the light of Haiiy's obse rvati ons . The study oc 
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the external shapes of crystals continue~ to advance with the 

development of detailed relationships between the observable 

geometry of faces and the sizes and shapes of the internal 

units. Speculations about the constitution of units continued 

during tl1is period until they were rationalized by the found

ations of modern atomic theory at the beginning of t hi s century . 

Crystalline solids were then recognized as regular, reneating 

arrangements of the constituent atoms to fill the whole volume 

of a crystal. Subsequent developments in the present century 

have made it possible to determine the size and shape of these 
units and the relative disnositions of the vario~s atoms with

in them. 

An ordered arrangement of the constituent atoms into a 
repetitive three-dimensional pattern is the nrime character

istic of the ideal crystalline state. WLth this concention, 
advancing experimental methods freed the study of crystalline 

~aterials from the restrictions imnosed by the necessity of a 

regular external shape. Thus, solids which have never formed 

natural external plane faces are just as representative of 

the crystalline state of matter. Soon it became clear that 

the strict atomic regularity of the perfect crystalline struc

ture is really only one extreme limit of the structural 
arrangements that are to be found in solids. Solid matter can 

also merge by degrees into an amorohous state in which the 

whole volume is occupied by a randoM jumble of t he constituent 

atoms with no repetitive regularity. 

The orderly arrangement of crystals is a consenuence of 

the attractive binding forces which form oermanent attachments 

between the constituent atoms. The develooment of nerfect 

regularitv corresponds to a minimization of the energy of the 

solid at the change of state in which it is formed. Wave 

mechanical treatments of the interactions of atoms in close 

nroxirnity can predict quantitatively the minimum energy con

figurations for some systems of simple atoms. The calculations 

become too difficult to be handled quantitatively in more com

plicated systems, but they can be extended in a rough l y qualit

ative manner. 
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The symmetry in the arrangements of the atoms is largely 

a consequence of the tyne of bond they form. Thus, the general 

classifications of bonds and hww they determine the local 

arrangements of atoms will he discussed~ The bonding mechanisms 

resnonsible for the formation of crystals are ionic, covalent, 

metallic, hydrogen, and van der Waals. 

The easiest type of bond to understand is the ionic bond. 

It results from an electrostatic attraction between a positive

ly charged ion (cation) and a negatively charged ion (anion). 

An ionic bond is favored when an atom with low ionization energy 

and an atom with high electron affi~ity combine. Sodium Chloride 

is an excellent example of an ionic co~~ound. Little energy is 

required to remove an electron from sodium to form a cation and 

the ion has achieved a rP-latively stable electron confi guration. 
Significant energy is released when an electron is added to 

chlorine to form an anion, and it has also achieved a relatively 
stahle noble gas electron confi guration. Considerab le energy is 

also released when the two atoms are brought to ge ther and their 
opposite charges attract each other. Both of the atoms have 

also achieved a stable noble gas configuration through the tran
sfer of an electron from sodium to chlorine. 

A covalent bond is formed by the attraction between two 

atoms as a result of sharing one or more outer shell electrons 
by the two atoms. Attractive forces arise because each elec

tron is attracted by both positively charge d nuclei. Repulsive 

forces arise because the two nega tively charged electrons renel 

each other. There are a total of four attractive forces and 
only two repulsive forces, and the attractive forces p redomin

ate. This type of bonding generally occurs between t he smaller 

atoms that need one or two electrons to fill thei r electron 
shells to a noble gas electron configuration. 

'Yetallic bonding occurs because metals have relatively low 
ionization energies and all of the atoms are alike. Since 

these atoms have a relatively loose hold on t~eir electrons, a 

metal lattice forms. This consists of a re gular array of posi
tive ions immersed in a cloud of highly Mobile outer shel l 



electrons. 'futallic bonding results from attraction between 

the uositive ions and the cloud of negative electrons. 

A hydrogen bond occurs when very strong dipole-di~ole 

attractions occur between hydrogen atoms bonded to small, 

strongly electronegative eJements and nonbonding electron 

oairs on other such electronegative elements. nipole-dinole 

attractions occur ~hen a partially charged atom is attracted 

to another atom of opposite charge. 

4 

An accurate account of the nature of van der Waals forces 

(or London forces) requires the use of auantum ~echanics. 

However, for the nurpose of this pRner a simpler exnlanantion 
will suffice. The Rverage distribution of charge in a non

polar molecule over a periorl of time is unifor~. However, 
because electrons move, the electrons and thu~ the charge may 

~ot be uniformlv distributed at any given in s tant. Electrons 

way be slightly accumulated on one side of the ~olc cule. As 

a conse~uence, a sroall te~norary dinole will occur. This 

temporary dipole in one molecule can induce opposite di~oles 
in surrounding molecules. Tt does this because the negative 

(or positive) charge in a portion of one molecule will distort 
the electron cloud of an adjacent nortion of another molecule 

causing an opposite charge to develory there. These temnorary 

dipoles change constantly, but t he net result of t heir exist

ence is to produce weak attractive forces between nonnolar 

molecules, and thus make ,ossible the existence of their 

liauid and solid states. 

The smallest subunit of a crystal lattice that can be used 

to generate the entire lattice is called a unit cell . Al l cry

stal lattices can be generated by the fourteen types of un i t 
cells shown on the following page.3 On ly the ~eta l, Polonium, 

exhibits the simple cubic lattice structure. 

The crystalline structure of ionic solids often deuends 
upon the difference in size of the cations and anions. The 

different nacking arrangements for NaCl and CsCl are a direct 

consequence of the fact that cesium ions are large r t han sodium 
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Figure 13-28 The 14 unit cells that generate all the possible three-dimensional crystal 
lattices. The terms cubic, tetragonal, orthorhombic, and so on are described more fully 
in Table 13-3. We shall deal with only the cubic lattices in this chapter. 
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ions. Thus, ~:aCl is a face-centered cubic whi ch occurs when an 
ion of either kind has six nearest nei ghbors of the other kind. 

CsCl is a body· centered cubic whi ch occurs when each ion has 

eight nearest nei ghbo rs of opposite kind. Since the crys tals 

used in this study we re face-centered cubic structures, they 

will be discussed more specifically than any other structure. 

~aCl is a typical example of the face-centered cubic. The 

Na+ and Cl- ions are spherically symmetric, with t he Cl- ion 

approximately twice as large as the Na+ ion. This causes the 

minimum potential energy to occur when each ion is surrounded 

by six ions of opposite charge. The notential energy of each 
ion consists of an attractive and a repulsive portion. 

ke2 The attractive portion can be written Ep = - ~ --y:-
where r is the separation dis tance between nei ghbo ring ions 

(which is 2. 81 A), and~, the '.fade lung constant, deuends on the 

geometry of the crystal. The ~fadelung constant is a constant 

of proportionality for the relationshin statec above. It is 

independent of the lattice dimensions, but it has different 
values for the various types of ionic structure. Each ion is 

affected by the ions surrounding it so that ~ is the summation 

of 6 for the ions of opposite charge at a distance of r ,1us 12 

for the ions of like charge at a distance of :.fr, etc. The 

lfadelung constant is thus 
12 8 

~ = +6 - ::rr- + ~ -

The calculation of the sum is carried out until it converges to 

a number. The accented result for a face-centered cube is 
~= 1.7476. 

The repulsive portion of the notential energy is En = + 
A 

-;:n. 
The total potential energy is then 

E ke2 A 
.p = - ~ -r + rn 

A can be found by considering the equilibrium separation. 

r = r 0 such that the force F = - dEp/dr is zero. By diffe ren
tiating and setting dEP/dr = 0, then A = ~ke 2 r0n-l ;n . Thus, the 

total potential energy of an atom in a crvstal is 
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ke2 

E = -\::J.,_-p ro 
\t r = r 0 

Ep = - ~ k e 
2 

( l - l / n) 
ro 

n can be approxin~ted from the dissociation energy of the cry-

stal (the energy needed to break the crystal up into atoms). 

The dissociation energy of ~aCl is 184 kcal/mole, so n is aon

roxima te ly 9. 4 

Thus far , the discussion of crystals has been concerned 

only with perfect crystalline structures in which the atoms 

reside at specific sites in the structure . To he realistic, 
we must recognize that the locations of these lattice sites 

represent only mean positions for t he atoms. At any finite 

temperature an atom has thermal motion whose am~litude and 

direction depend on its electronic confi guration and the re

storing forces determined by its binding into the general 

structural arrangement. 

Real crystals cannot have such perfection of atomic 

arrangement , and it has become increasingly clear that for 

some properties structural imperfections can be just as 

important as the overall atowic nattern . Departures from this 
regular nattern are known as defects and the general types 

will be discussed. 

The study of defects begins most conveniently with the 

classification of the different types of defects . 1\fhcn a cry

stal is imperfect, the individual deviations from oe rfection 

are not spread uniformly throughout the crystal, but are con

centrated in well-defined regions. The distorted naterial in 

these regions is surrounded by material that is dis torted only 

slightly or not at all. Three modes of generai ciassification 

are point, line, and plane defects . The se classifications are 
based on the shane of the distorted region. A point de fec t is 

when the distortion is mostly confined to a small more or less 

spherical volume. A line defect is when the distortion occurs 

along some straight or curved line in the crystal. A p lane 
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defect is when the distortion is confined to an approximately 

thin layerlike region. 

The simplest example of a noint defect is a vacancy, or 

Schottky defect, a lattice site that should have an atom bu t 

does not. This defect may occur by the removal of an atom of 

an otherwise nerfect crystal or it may occur during growth by 

a failure of the growing lattice to incorporate an atom at one 

of its normal sites. This extra atom is called an interstitial. 

Another type of point defect is a substitional defect. This is 

an atom of an abnormal type at a normal lattice site. 

A small displacement of an atom from a normal lattice site 

to a nearby normally unoccupied site will simultaneously intro

duce botl1 a vacancy and an interstitial. This is a Frenkel 
defect. This introduces an extra strain at both locations which 

increases the potential energy of t he crystal. 

A realization that real crystals must contain line imper
fections grew from explanations advanced for the Me chanism of 

slip, one of the i~portant processes in the plastic deformation 

of crystals. It has long been known that when a crys tal is per

Mantly deformed by an applied stress, plastic flow takes nlace 

by the movement of lamellae of the crystal relative to eacl1 

other. This movement occurs on narticular Darall el nlanes 
spaced at relatively narrow intervals by the translocation of 

whole blocks of structure between active planes. Early studies 

of crys talline deformation showed that displacements always take 

olace on crystallographic p lanes (known as slip or glide planes) 
along a lattice direction within the plane.s The particular slip 

system that is operative is related to the crystal, its struc

ture, and the method of deformation. 

At first sight, the atomic mechanism of a nrocess in which 

blocks of structure glide over one another on well-defined slip 

planes presents no real orobleMs. It can be likened to a stack 

of playin g cards being subjected to a force fTcrm an arbitrary 

side. However, this simple pi cture encounters difficulties 

when any attempt to calculate the stresses necessary for the 
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onset of the slip are made. If perfect blocks of structure are 

re~uired to move bodily over one anotPer) the initiation of 

movement calculated requires the stresses to be greater than 

those actually measured . ~ctual measurements in t~e laboratory 

showed these theoretical calculations to be 103 to 104 times 

greater than the stresses actual l y required.6 

An accentable slip mechanism had to account for these 

stresses as well as retaining the features of simnle block move

ment that account for the observed geometry. It was recognized 

t hat the forces could be reduced if the atomic forces acting 

across the slip plane could be overcome one at a time rather 

than simultaneously over the whole area. Eventually ~ ~echan

ism was postulated in which slin is caused hy the movement 

through the structure of line defects , known as dislocations . 

At first , it ~ight be thought that a si~ple exarenle of a 

line defect would be a series of regularly snaced point defects 

such as a line of vacancies. However, this ~oe s not occur . 

Such a line would be broken up by thermal motion into a di scon

nected set of individual ooint defects . Dislocations always end 

on the surface of a crystal . ~o localized internal rearrange

~ent of the atoms can ever cause the defect line to terninate 

or be separated into disconnected sections having ends inside 

the material. 

There are two basic types of line defects , ed ge disloca

tions and screw dislocations . An edge dislocation corresponds 

to an extra plane of atoms introduced in one part of the cry

stal. Initially, consider a lattice composed of a r egular array 

of cubic blocks wi th adjacent faces cemented together as in 

figure 1.7 If the lattice is deformed by placing a cut along 

LLL LL~~~~L:ZL 
L-'23::ZLZ...Z'Z::z:z:zz Z 71 V' 

LLL LZ:Z:ZZZ LL L vrv 
zz z Y1 yY 

~ 
~ vrvV1 
~v 
~ viY v 

Figwe 1 
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plane P a s in figure 27, then insert i ng into t his cut an extra 

plane of blocks. T~is p lane of blocks is slid wedgewise nart 

way into the crystal , but not al l the way , res~ 1t in~ in t~e 

~~ T p 

LZZ ~zzzzz 
LLLL ~L L:z"'2-L L71 )I' L ZZ 

LLLZ ~L LLL y(JI: 
L z zz V1 v 

~ ~ 
~ vvt:ri--
~IA ~ 

V'v1 "' vY~ vy 
iY 
Figure 2 

-

confi.~11r:iti 0n clc..,rnst r ate0 i.n CigurP 3. 7 The l c,·:er edge of t hj s 

olane is the line ~B runn i ng t~rough t he crvstnl . ~o t ice that 
the line enters t he front face o~ t he crystal and exi ts the ba ck 

face. The extra plane can make a clean undistorted fit every

whe r e wi t hin the l~tticc except a l ong the bot t om edge whi ch is 

line AB . Thus, the distorted r eRion is snall in cross section 
and infinitc ] y J0n~_ in CC'Mrnri~('ln t n it-s t'1 icJ~nes s . 

Figure 3 

Ano t her exnm'"'le of n l ine defe ct is shown i. n fi ~ures 4 and 
57 t o demonstrate that the dis locati on cc:mnct er<' ···i thin t !"ie crv

s tal. A dis l o ca ti on 1 i ne tr ave 1 s f rorn I\ to C and j t · :oul d seen 
that it ends a t C. Although AC does end a t C, t he dislocation 

line doe~ not be cause the back edge of t he nlane CD fo r ms a 

vertical dislocntion l i ne termi nating a t D on t he upne r surfRce 

of the crys t a l. Thus , the dislocation enters a t ~ , bends a t C, 

and exits at D. 
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c 
A 

Figure . 4 Figure 5 

Jn nn actual crystal , this edge of blocks A to C to n 
corresponds to the inahi li ty of the atoms to comp l ete alJ of 

the bonds for tt>cir lattice posi ti ons. This r esults in a row 

cf " dangling bonds117 ;11ong t11e dis l ocations. These unused 

bonds cn1sc the crystal to slip ;llong these Uncs . 

~crew <lis]oc:i tions :ire somcwhnt harder to vis11nlize and 

i1 1ustr:itc . \<T:>in consider n J:itticc of uni.forr1 cuhes , ceriented 

f~cc to l;JCC' , f\. Cllt i <:; l''fln0 rrirt nf tllC' w;iy th rnu ~h t)' C cry"ita] 

;i]nn~'. tl1c front f<.lCC cxtcnclin ~' to line PS as cJemons trnt ed i.n 

r ; · 11·" 0 . 7 P:"'t l·0 r t ' ~ ~..., i •1'"0 rt~n n: nn rxtrci ;1l:inc of l1locks , the 

z 

./S77 /_fZ :;L::zJ:. z z z 7 
7 7Z 'l1Z lh. Z7 7 

./zzzz~JZZ7-2/1)'1 
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Figure 6 Figure 7 

rn'st:i l i" sl1enred <l l ong the cut hy nu<-.'.•i ,,,. 1
1

0 1.·:m·:ir11 1~11 t or nr 

t 11c cry s t;1J on one s ide :rnd up\•:ard on the hot tom of the otlier 

s ide 0f the crvstnl ns ind icrttcd. If the two "iides arc sUd by 

onc l11nc1· , tlic configur:ition in lif,ure 7 7 i~ ncheivcd . Once 

~r,nin t11c l' locJ.s line un except for lin~ P-.[; . 

x 
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The name " sc r ew d~- s l oca t ion" r esults from the fact that if 

we were t o t r ace a circu l ar oath E~~H around the disloc8tion , 

renaining alwnys on the unner surface of the crystal , we would 

find t hat we had re t u r ned to the block jus t under our starting 

noint . The entire crystal which wos or iginally n set of layers 

one on top of the other ~as been converted to one layer of 

blocks in a helical -Formation . 

Anothe r method of i llus trat i ng screw dislocations is to 
conside r a cylinde r like t he one shown in fi gure s.8 If the 

cylinde r is cu t a l ong a p l ane ABCD and disp l nced as shown , 

then a s c rew dislocat ion r esult s . The atoms thus have a hel 

ical arrnngement around t~e axis of t~e cylinder, which is the 

nisloc~tinn line. 

I 

• I 

• I 
I 
I 

L Z 
A zz .LZ 

~ 
ZZL ~ z / LZ L ..JiC. z L-Y_L V1 .LIL ~ 

L1 ~ A ~zz-Sy{j)'1 
~v I V1 VI 
8:: i/Vk1 
~ ~ 

IS:~ J~h.r 
~ ~~ ~ 

,..,-
~ ~ vv v 0 u 

Figure 9 
'!any di sl oc~tions in crystul ~ 1--.~ve fea ture s nf ~' 0rh c,Jgc and 

screw <lislocatinn~ . An example would be to consi de r figure 9. 7 

It is simila r t o figure 7 exceDt the cut does no t extend the full 

length of line RS but only as fa r as T , then i t runs horizontally 

along l ine TQ to t he f r on t of t he c r ys t al . As before , R screw 

dis l ocat ion ext ends to line RT as illustrated in fi gure 10 . 7 A 

close inspect ion of the diagram shows that the equivalent of an 

extra layer of blocks has been inser t ed horizontally into the 

c r ystal to t he r ight of QT. Thns , the configur ation around 0 is 

identical to t hat of A in figure 3 with the excention t hat t he 

extra layer of b l ocks has been i nsert ed f r om tre right instead of 

the ton . The comple t e dislocation RTQ en t ers the crystal as a 

screw dislo ca t ion a t R, proceeds as a s crew a l ong ~T , turns the 

corner at T , and eme r ges a t Q as an edge dislocation. Thus , the 

disloca t ion has not t e r minated inside the crystal, although i t 
did change its type and direction . 
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A useful concep t i n describing the way in which disloca· 

tions interact and combine is the Bur ger ' s vector for the dis 

location . This vector , like all vect ors , has direction and 

magni t ude. It is t he direction in which the shear disnlacement 

occurs . 
L. LLLLL~ZZZ Z ZZ 

L .L. ~ _L_// 7 
L. _L_ L. LL L iL.LLZL..Z 7vf1 

1 LL Z 7L zz 7V VI 
l__\LILZ }~ 

vh1.Y 
J"i,Yv~ Vv 

0 J"vv Vv J/ 
V Vv vv v 

[J 
0 

Figure -«r; 

Consi <.l erin.; Cigurc 107 , t!tc arrio unt of shear along the cut 

plane is just equal t o the :imount of shear required to displace 

the plane hy the ed~e length of one of the unit cu~es . nbviously , 

this could be any larger intergral mul t iple of this length . That 

would result in a greater dis t or tion along the dislocation line 

~T1. This would 'Je a " s t ronger" dislocation than if the sherir is 

only one unit . 7 Thus , the nagnitude of the dislocrition is the 
length of its Burger ' s vector . ~ote that since the same shear 

has produced both the screw dislocation RT and the ed ge disloc 

ation TQ, the Burger ' s vector is the sa~e for both. Hewever, 

observe that RT is par~llel to the Burger ' s vector , whi le TQ is 

perpendicular to i t. In general , a disloca t ion ~ar~llel to its 
Burger's vector is a screw , one pernendicular is an edge , ~nd one 

inclined at some arbitrary angle is a comhination of edge and 
screw dislocations . 

A superficial look will be considered fer the third class 

of defects. The plane defects of interest are of t wo t ynes , 

grain boundaries and twin planes. The latter is a special case 

of the former . A grain boundary is the interface between t wo 

contiguous crystals which are not of exactly the same orientation 

as shown in figure 11. 7 At such boundaries , . t he cryc:;tnl lattice 

layers cone together at an angle. As a result, t he ma terial 

around the boundnrv is strained or deformed. I nspection shows 

that this boundary is equivalent to an array of edge dislocations . 
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In general , any grain boundary can be represented by such an 

array of dislocations lying in the boundary surface. The spac

ing and char8cter (edge, s crew, or mixed) of t hese dislocations 

denend on the am0unt and direction by wh ich the two crystals 

diffe r in ori 0n t~ti0n . 

\ 
,_, 

. T-. ' 
'r 

t: . 
. 

T'" . 
T-. 

\ -
\ 

r-, 

-

h ::r:, 
"'1 - ' 

Grain bcundaries are usually a conse~uence of a growth 

process in which crystallization begins inde~endently at many 
poin ts. The ori enta t ion at each of these independent crys tals 

or grains wi ll then be 'Tlore or less rand0m. Nhen they finally 
grow togethe r a ran~om grain boundary results. There are cer-

~in special grain boundaries at which the atomjc fit is ~ener

ally very good. These boundaries have an atomic a rrangement 

that is regul a r ove r the entiTe boundary a rea, and are a lmost 

always plane , in contrast to random grain boundaries which rnay 

be either plane or curved. Becnuse of t his regularity , these 

a re usual l y cal l ed coherent boundaries. 

The best example of a coherent boundary is the twi n plane. 

A twin plane can some t imes be described as a grain boundary 

such that t he atomic arrangement wi thin each grain is n mirror 

image of that in the other as illustrated in . figure 12. 7 Twins 
of this ty:::->e a r e relatively rare. 'fore freouen t l y the etrrange

rnen ts are r e lated as follows . \ c r ystal can be cut into a long 
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the twin plane , one half is turned 180° relative to the other 

around an axis perpendicular to the plane , and the two halves 
~ re rPtmit"<l. Tliis i-.:; i11t1"tr1t"~ in fi.crurr-> 13.7 

Figun.. J~. Figure '3 Twinned diamond structure. 

So far the discussion of defects has been purely theoret

ical made plausible by models . How can these defects be p roven 

experimentally? ~he methods for conclusively demonstrating the 

presence of defects are different for each class of defects . 

They are generally straightforward for plane defects , less 

direct for line defects, and even less direct for point defects . 

Three methods most frequently used are crystal cleavage, 

x-ray reflection, and chemical etching. '!any crystals cleave 
easily along the principle planes in the crystal. If cleavage 

shows one set of natural faces in one section, while another 
set of similar faces are rotated 180° from the first about some 

axis, it is good evidence that t~ere is a twin plane pe r~end
icular to the observed axis . 

X-ray diffraction techni1ues are a powe rful tool in the 

sutdy of the structure of crystal~. When a collimated beam of 

x-rays is allowed to pass through a crystal and fall on a photo

graphic plate . A regular array of spots, called a Laue nattern , 

are observed on tre plnte in addition to the central beam. These 

corresuond to the planes within the crystal so nny irre~ularities 
in the crystalline structure would be evident in the Laue pattern. 

When a crystal is attacked by a suitable solvent the initial 

dissolution often takes place in a nanner which is visib l y related 

to the underlying structure . The solvent will react mo r e ~ui ckly 

at points of imperfection on t~e crystal surface. 'fter contnct 
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with the solvent for a period of tine the crystal f3ces will 

show a number of ryf ts or cavities where solution has been most 

pronounced . The pits are usually bounded by sloning nlanes 

along which the solvent has acted rnost ranidly , and solution 

cavities 0f this tind which hove definite s~2pes are ~nrtly 

denendent on factors such as the nature of the solvent and its 

concentration , but the symmetry of their sha~e and of their 

~ttitude on different crystal faces may be considered an indi

cation of the symmetry n~ the tmdeTlying 5tructurc . 





T}1e crystals used in this study were all face-centered 

cubic structures. 'fagnesiun oxide, Potassium chloride, and 
Lithium flouride crystals were used although t he Lithium 

flouride was used only once . 

17 

'tagnesium oxide was worked with first . An etching and 

oolishing procedure was locate~ from literature. The crystals 
were polished in boiling orthophosphoric acid fo r three min

utes, rinsed in room temoerature acid, meth:mol, ether, and 

distilled water. Etching was performed with a solution of 

five parts saturated NH 3c1 , one ~art concentrated H2S04, and 

one part distilled water. The crystals were etched at room 
temperature for 15 minutes then rinsed in methanol and fina ll y 

ether. 9 

This procedure and some variations 0£ it were attempted . 

The po lishing nrocedure was too vigorous and had to be revised. 

This meant that some of the cleanliness of the crystal surface 

was sacrificed in order to etch. However , etching these cry 

stals revealed nothing. It was then suggested that a differ
ent type of crystal be used. 

Since KCl and LiF crystals of high nurity were available, 

etching procedures for each of them were located from the 

literature. The KCl procedure was actually for ~aCl , but 

be cause of their similarities the nrocedure was thought likely 
to work for KCl. Two LiF nrocedures ,.rere available . H0weve r, 

the chemicals used in the recommended procedure were not avail
able. Thus, it became a choice between using a nrocedure for 

LiF which the literature itself referred to as indistinct or 
using the ~aCl procedure for KCl . 

The procedure for NaCl from the literature was as fo llows. 

The best etch pits are obtained when the solution consists of 

4g of ferric chloride per liter of glacial acetic acid. The 

crystals should be etched for approxir.iately 30 seconds with 

~oderate agitation. After etching, the crystal should be rinsed 
. d d . d . . f . 10 in acetone an rie in a Jet o warm air. 
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A number of variations were attempted using this procedure. 

The crystals were etched for varying time ~eriods , form 30 sec

onds to 10 minutes. TheY. we re also subjected to di+'feren t t ypes 

of stresses. A ff8 shot was dropped on one from differen t 

heights. Thi s was done in an attempt to produce rosettes on 

the crystal surface . A rosette is composed of dislocation 
lines radiating f rom a central point (the impact noint). Other 

crystals were t apped with a ff 4 finishing nail and a needle in 
other attempts to produce dislocations. One crystal exhibited 

pits that remo tely resembled indistinct etch pits . 

An examination of the literature suggested that the ferric 

ion concentration was the deciding factor in the production of 

etch pits. 11 Therefore, the ferric ion concentration was varied 

around the qriginal solution. This ~roauced no effect . 

~t this ti~e, an at tempt was Mnde to etch a LiF crystal . 

The less preferred procedure used a dilute solution of feC1 3 
( 1. S x 1o- 4'1) • 11 The crysta l was etched for 2 minut es in vn.ry
ing +erric ion concentrations with no result. 

A further search of literature revealed an ethcing p ro

cedure o"f adding saturated FeC1 3·6IIz0 to glacial acetic acid 
by volume 25 to 1.12 Based on this, a solution of 4g of FeC1 3 
per 100 n l of acetic aci<l was prepared be cause it was obvious 

that the previous pro cedure was much too weak. This solution 

was too strong, so the solution was diluted to half the r re
vious concentration of FeCl3 with acetic acid . This produced 

pits which once again resemb led etch nits but werenit ~ uite 
distinct. 

It was decided that the ~lagnesium Oxide crystals should 

be atteMpted again because the urocedur e for them vas specifi

cally fo r 'TgO . A variation in the tjne of etching would be 

the deciding factor. Seven specimen were selected and ryo lished 

for five minutes in room temperature orthophosphoric acid , 

rinsed in methanol, ether, and distilled water. The etching 

solution consisted of five parts saturated ~H3c1, one part 
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concentrated H2sn 4 , and one nart distilled water. The crystals 

were etched for times varying between 10 . and 40 minutes . One 

crystal was removed every five minutes then rinsed in methanol 

and then ether . 

The crystal which had been etched for 20 ninutes had very 

distinct pyramidal etch ?its . ~eproduction of these rits was 

necessary. The remaining six crystals were etched ~or tiMes 

varying between 17 and 22 minutes wjth one crystal heing removed 

every minute. Once again the only crystal that etched was the 

20 minute crystal. 

These results raised a number of questions. 1\'hy did only 

the 20 minute crystal etch? Why did the etching nrocedure not 

work as it did for the experimental work for the article fron 

which the procedure came? What is the difference between ~fal.l 

and KCl such that the etching p rocedure For ~aCl did not work 

for KCl? 

It is avrarent that sli g~t differences in the etching 

technique cause one crystal to etch while a~other docs not. 

These differences could be due to the purity of the crystal 

or the solutions , temperature, volume of the so1ution used for 

etching , etc . The oreryaration of the solution itself nrobably 

causes a great difference . /\ny and all of these factors Kould 

affect the time for etching to take place . Thus, it should be 

expected that the etchs differ from one another . 

An explanation for the difference in potassium chloride 

and sodiuM chloride is Most probably due to the differences in 

the atoms thcMselves. It has already been noted in this paper 

that the difference in the sizes of Na and Cs causes one to 

form a face-centered cubic structure while the other forms a 

body-centered cuhic lattice. Sodium chloride and notas sium 

chloride are both face - centered cubic structures, sodium and 

potassium are hot~ members of the alkali met~ls groun, and the 

two are freouently used interchangeably in every day che~istry. 
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It Mav be that onlv wore variation in t~e tine nnd concen-, , 

tration of the reaction are necessary for the notassiun chloride 

crystal to etch. It may also be that the closeness in size of 

potassium and chlorine causes a steric hinderence to the overall 
re act ion. Fe Cl 3 was used for Li!' and ~aC 1 crystals. 1'!hen exa!!"

in ing the relative sizes of these atoms, it is a~na rent that 

they have nearly the same ratio of sizes. That is, t~e r3tio 

of lithium to flourine and sodium to chlorine is very nearly the 

s nme. 

SoMe nhotogrnphs of the defects found on the crystal are 

s~own. Phntograph #1 is of two rosettes on t'!'-e surface of t!le 

crystal. ~osettes are ~n jndication of the stress imparted to 

the crystal by the i~pact of so~e object on the crystal. Photo
graph #2 is a group of defects Plong n straj gh t line. Often 

these lines of defects will be at right angles to one anot~er 

following the slir or glide pl~nes within the cryst~l. ~re~ 

uentl y , this tr"le of defect occurs ,.,hen t!i.e cr~rstal j s suhiected 

to n comrressin g Force. 

The purpnse of this study was to investigate the nnture of 

crystal defects. It centered around 0ne particular lahorRtory 

technique- che~ical etchin g . Etc~in g reveals a v~st amount o~ 

information abnut a crystal. T~e shane of t~e etch pits js 

renresentative of the structure of t1:e crystal. The location 

omd orientation of the pits on the surface of t he crys tal can 

reveal the type of stress it has been subjected to as 1\'e ll as 

its composition. 

In summation, only the MgO crystals exhibited etch pits. 
These crystals were ~reviously stressed at Wake Forest Univcr-

si ty. Most of the experimental work was used in attemptin g to 

repeat the procedure from literature. It i~ usually difficult 

to repeat experj~ental nrocedures because critjcal factors mav 

be omitted. 

The results of the successful etch were quite fortuitous. 

The crystal contained many ex~mples of the different stress 
oa tterns that etching reveals. Tnclu<led among them ~re line 

defects, rosettes and sli~ or glide ~lanes. 
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